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Invoice Auditor with 7 years of experience in Ensuring that all the required 
documentation and computer entries are completed accurately in accordance with 
all company policies to meet the filing of Freight Claims on a timely basis. 
Coordinating with trucking companies to schedule shipments and trucking activity in 
support of delivery and receipt schedules in an efficient, timely and cost-efficient 
manner.

EXPERIENCE

Invoice Auditor
ABC Corporation - SEPTEMBER 2002 – SEPTEMBER 2005

 Provided solid waste and recycling management to customers in such
retail industries as grocery, food, clothing, and low cost retail stores.

 Reviewed for discrepancies and work with vendors and inside 
negotiating team for resolution.

 Kept discrepancy invoices under 50 per month.
 Learned payment process to fill in for a maternity leave.
 Kept open items to 60 days with a minimum 1-2 stop services per 

month, if any.
 Processed and input invoices for payment into the FAS (financial 

accounting system) database.
 Input and followed up on invoices keyed into payment system.

Invoice Auditor 
Delta Corporation - 1998 – 2002

 Obtained proof of proper placement of ads and paid invoices 
accordingly Ran daily reports for the entire accounting department 
Ran monthly reports to .

 Air Force, Popeyes, LL Bean, AARP, Leapfrog, Jarritos, Lennox and 
SportClips.

 Prepared Bills for payment Accomplishments I worked with some nice 
people and was able to pay the bills on time.

 Used I used math skills,, telephone skills.
 Adding machine skills.
 Auditing contractors trip paperwork for completeness and accuracy 

against terminal transactions to met contractors and agents 
settlement.

 Once Paperwork is audit invoices are generate or EDI transmissions to
customers.
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EDUCATION

 GED

SKILLS

Microsoft Office, Typing 50+ Wpm, Troubleshoot Office Machines Prior To Calling For 
Service,.
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